BLADE SIGN - THE OAKS

GUIDELINES

For acceptable materials and lighting, see store front section of the criteria.

Store Floor

Dimensions: Width 6'0" and shall be subject to approval by landlord. All dimensions beyond these dimensions shall not project or be any shape but not project.

MIN. MAX.

The sign may be a maximum of 2'-6" in depth.

The sign may be a maximum of 2'-6" high by 2'-6" wide by 4" in depth.

The finished floor shall be lower than 8'-6" above store. The bottom of the sign must sit on the opening wall face of the store. Sign must be located on the right side of the store.

TO THE FOLLOWING Criterial:

Landlord approval. Signs shall conform.

Tenant may install a blade sign upon

THICKNESS

4" MAX.

MAX. 6"